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\textbf{Abstract:} As most of the applications host on cloud, Security is a major concern for the data owners. The cloud environment has to be secure and protect data owner data from cloud attacks. In this project work, we study about securing firewall against client side attacks namely Denial of firewall and SQL injection attacks. Denial of firewall is nothing but overloading the firewall by bursting a number of requests through vulnerable scripts. SQL injection attack is defined as bypassing the security protocols by malicious scripts. Thus we proposed to design and develop a web application to detect and prevent denial of firewall and SQL injection attacks.

The denial of firewall attack can be performed using Java environment based servers and prevention can be performed using Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) in which filter based approach and software puzzle based approach are performed to detect the malicious script based requests. Once the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI): filter based approach and software puzzle based approach are find satisfactory only the request would be processed. If the request is find malicious automatically the requested IP address would be blocked. Various type of SQL injection attacks namely SQL login bypass, Blind injection, SQL sleep attack, Data fetching attack are analysed and performed. The SQL injection attack can be prevented using PREPARE statements. This statements are created to make the SQL queries more efficient and render security benefits. This statement provides effective prevention mechanism against SQL injection attacks. Thus our proposed solution, provides high security against firewall attacks namely denial of firewall and SQL injection securing the data owner files and preventing compromising of firewall.
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1. \textbf{Introduction}

Now a days, all individuals and organisations are migrating their applications to cloud environments so that accessibility made simple but the major concern is the security. Cloud service providers (CSP) providing efficient prevention measures against cloud attacks keeping the data owners file secure may gain confidentiality and trusts among the cloud data owners. In this project, we benefit the stake holders by providing automatic intrusion detection and prevention of two major and common cloud attacks namely DDOS and SQL injections attacks.

This project theme is very important as the attack impact is huge which could take away the organization name to dust and losing all its customer trust and confidentiality. Few recent DDOS attacks are targeted on big brands like GitHub, BBC, Spamhaus, Bank of America/JP Morgan Chase/US Bancorp/Citigroup/PNC Bank, Dyn etc. Also few recent SQL injection attacks are 2016 US presidential election, TalkTalk : a UK-based telecoms company suffered huge data breach, the hardware manufacturer Archos suffered huge loss due to SQL injection attack recently. Thus prevention against these two attacks is more demandful [1][2].

Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack is a dangerous attack on internet now a days. This is performed by hackers, bots and auto malicious scripts targeting a node making the node unavailable. Now increased hackers and wide spread of bots make DDOS attack incidents more common. In DDOS attack the hackers attack a single target most which is mostly a server compromising it resulting to stop all its services. DDOS attackers also use to attack individual system by installing malware into victim system without their knowledge.

Also because of internet, online transaction, information exchange is increased significantly. Thus all web based applications has their own database with data owner secret and sensitive information’s. If the application is not secure, many database based attacks can be executed. Among this, SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) is more dangerous which targets the database of the application to steal the user data without authorization. Usually hackers perform this attack by modifying the SQL query according to the application, if the application fields, forms are not validated efficiently. They different types of SQL injection attacks are SQL login bypass, blind injection, SQL sleep attack and data fetching attack [3].

Thus in the existing approach all cloud attacks are identified manually and in many cases the network operator doesn’t know what are the prevention measures to be performed once the attack happens. Thus to address this problem, automatic intrusion detection and prevention system is needed to detect the malicious scripts with previously trained attack pattern and block the suspicious request and IP of the attacker [4].
2. Literature Survey

[5] Several researchers are contributed towards DDOS and SQL injection based cloud attacks separately. Due to increased number of hackers now a days, a hybrid architecture combining as many cloud attacks into a single application can be of an efficient secure solution. Also many research papers explain these vulnerability attacks theoretically and used simulators for experimental results. Thus real time environment would be much different compared with the simulated results.

[6] As many researches are going on to analyse and prevent DDOS attacks but still there is no successful defence system for DDOS attack has been identified. Many research articles have proposed many methodologies to prevent DDOS attacks. Most common prevention methodology is the signature based technique, in which the machines connected over the network are made up to date security polices based patch update and fix security holes on a regular basis. Another researchers proposed hop count filtering methodology. This is nothing but the network operator maintains complete information of data transmission within the network. They keep a log of information’s about the source IP address, its hops from destination are stored in table. If a DDOS intrusion is detected, the network operator can inspect the sender’s incoming IP packet’s and their respective hops to figure out the spoofed IP packet and the sender details.

[7] Another researcher has proposed, history based IP filtering, in this the network operator keeps a log of a malicious IP in the past from which the attack pattern was detected previously. But the network operator can bale to filter bandwidth based attack traffic only. Thus intruder performing massive DDOS attack cannot be filtered which defeat the server.

Few researchers identified an algorithm to detect high and low rate of DDOS Internet Control Message Protocol Flood (ICMP) flooding. This algorithm would automatically block the IP if it identified I Rate > B Band. Also the algorithm alerts all the IPS when the port alert is triggered. But this algorithm cannot block certain port no which is 0 and also certain ICMP doesn’t use port number thus making the proposed algorithm not feasible.

[8] An researcher proposed an algorithm for DDOS flooding attack using certain perimeters. This research used 5 virtual machines assuming both intruder and targeted system are in the same network for the experimental results. The perimeters considered are

1. No. of packets. 2. Packet size. 3. No of machines required for attack. 4. IP address of target machine.

[9] However, the classification phase considers only the outcomes of information gain which will take much time. Also one more researcher proposed k- Nearest Neighbour algorithm to detect DDOS attack. The outcome of the system states whether the packets are normal / malicious. The classification of packets is inefficient due to the consideration of single feature. Thus k-NN classifier classifies based on IP address of the packets but IP addresses are inefficient to detect attacks in cloud system

Few researchers have contributed towards SQL injection attack. In a research paper, they have proposed a proxy parser in between the web and the database servers. This proxy parser inspects the input query and decodes to the correct SQL queries while sending to the database. If the SQL injection is been performed, the proxy parser cannot able to recognise and doesn’t pass onto the database raising an alert. The main disadvantage is the proxy parser completely depends on the security of the key and if the key is been compromised, then it makes the proposed algorithm difficult to prevent the SQL injection attack.

In this method, we use netbeans and mysql open source tools for testify our proposed methodology. As these attacks cannot be experimented in real time servers, websites as it would be considered as the cybercrime, we have decided to experiment in the localhost using open source tools. The major phase of our project is to perform the DDOS, SQL injection attacks and integrate the security login to prevent the same attacks within the application using prevention measures. The DDOS attack would be executed in the localhost by generating abnormal burst of requests from the attacker login within the application to attack the netbeans server and SQL injection attack would be executed in the application using SQL queries. In this we analysed four types of SQL injection attacks namely SQL Authentication bypass, Blind Injection, SQL sleep attack and timing attack. The attack prevention measures adopted for automatic intrusion detection and prevention against DDOS and SQL injection are listed below.

The prevention measures of DDOS attack adopted in our proposed system are Filter Based Approach, Software Puzzle Based Approach and IP validation. In the filter based approach it inspects the incoming packets for any malicious content. In this way vulnerability is reduced. Also to secure the application from bot based DDOS attack and eliminate unauthorised intruder to some level we used software puzzle based approach. If a user requests a service, the respondent server responds to the request once they resolve the software puzzle. This will be generated dynamically. By this process we can eliminate bot based attacks. During the process, if the malicious based packet is detected, the IP address of the attacker would be blocked and prevented from further attack. In this way burst of requests from a single node also would be detected and prevented.[12]

[11] The SQL injection attack is prevented using validating all the fields within the application using prepared statement. If we use prepared statement the intruder cannot able to extract user information from the backend. The prepared statement works on the principle that by using this we can force the user input to be handled as content of a parameter not as the sql command part.
3. Methodology

Figure 1 DDOS attack methodology

Figure 1 explains the proposed methodology for DDOS attack patterns within the java server and prevention techniques to detect and prevent DDOS attack using the security login analysing the attack patterns.

Figure 2 SQL injection attack methodology

Figure 2 explains the proposed architecture to detect SQL injection and prevention measures.
4. Experimental Results

Figure 3. DDOS attack victim device targeting

Figure 3 explains defining the target system IP to burst the request and perform the attack. In the proposed methodology we preforming the attack using malicious scripts.

Figure 4. Attacker IP is detected

Figure 4 briefs if the malicious burst of request is detected, the respective IP is blocked to avoid future attack attempts.

Figure 5. Intruder IP blocked to prevent further attack

Figure 5 explains the list of malicious IP been blocked by our proposed methodology.
5. Conclusion

The proposed methodology can contribute trust and confidentiality to the data owners in using cloud based applications. The data stored within the server is protected from DDOS and SQL injection attacks by using automatic prevention policies based on the previous patterns. These patterns are used to train the system to automatically detect and prevent the DDOS and SQL injection attack within a short period time reducing manual based network operator efforts. Thus this system can be further enhanced with automatic intrusion and detection of 26+ cloud attacks thus motivating users to migrate to cloud environment.
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